Rev360, the eye care software and business services company that serves practices centered on RevolutionEHR, is pleased to announce the launch of RevImaging, an image management service built for and enabled directly within RevolutionEHR. RevImaging provides a completely unified, efficient, feature rich image management experience for better disease progression monitoring, decision making and overall patient care experiences.

Unique to RevImaging is the efficiency that comes from centralized image management. Simultaneous viewing from a wide array of devices provides a seamless experience for reviewing patient images regardless of the origin of the image.

Since RevImaging is enabled within RevolutionEHR, it comes with all of the same cloud-based software advantages:

- Access to images from anywhere
- No need for additional hardware or servers to store images
- No need for networking of devices in your office

For more information about RevImaging visit https://www.rev-360.com/revImaging/